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Details of Visit:

Author: Barracuda
Location 2: Lothian Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sept 2002 11.00pm
Duration of Visit: 20mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ambassador Sauna
Phone: 01312293260

The Premises:

Ambassador is clean with good facilities. It's pretty indiscreet in that it's on a main road in the centre
of Edinburgh but nobody gives a f*** so it's no problem.

The Lady:

Ive had my best and worst punts here so punters beware. The best was with Tia, a great local girl
with great tits and body - if you like a girl with something to grab hold of, which I positively do! The
worst punt was with a Turkish girl whose attitude was quite unbelievable (read on for why)

The Story:

The punt with Tia was my first ever and she was sensational. Great body if you like them slightly
meaty, and great (pierced) tits. The massage was ok and Tia was gently conversational. Then it
was over onto oral which was very good. Then sex like a madman. I had one of those days when I
just couldn't cum and I kept going for ages in mish, then doggy, then cowgirl, then mish again and
so on. Tia's face is one I'll never forget and if she was fakin' it she deserves an oscar! Finally shot
my bolt in doggy position and boy did I ache the next day. My only criticism is that Tia began to
suggest that the management would be clockwatching and was i nearly done. Despite this she did
make very effort to help me along and it proved very worthwhile in the end!! On the other hand the
Turkish girl was asking after no more than 5-7 mins if i was nearly done and she made it quite clear
that she was not going to help me along for much longer. This was another occasion when i simply
could not cum - and DID NOT cum throughout the session. We did try most things - more oral, then
more sex, then wanking and then she just gave up and left. Her attitude throughout probably kept
me from cumming - in the same circumstances Tia would have no trouble - and I was probably with
her for no more than 15-20 mins maximum. I complained to the desk afterwards but the lady there
was not interested. OK it was late on saturday night and it was busy but that is no excuse. Would try
Ambassador again to see if it was a one-off - I dont think Tia works there anymore. Consistency of
the girls is not the best.
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